This paper introduces a phase tracking method for planetary radio science research based on GPGPU (General Purpose Computing on GPU) technology. Different from phase counting method based on phase-locked loop(PLL) Circuits applied by traditional Doppler data processing this method fits signal model expressed by Taylor series into baseband tracking data. The differential evolution(DE) algorithm is employed in polynomial fitting. Because the fitting of the original tracking data requires a large amount of calculation,We use GPGPU chips to accelerate data processing. Dual K80s graphics chips is applied in data processing and can achieve real-time data processing. The phase expression obtained by fitting is Taylor polynomial which can be used to calculate instantaneous phase,frequency,derivative of frequency and the total count phase of different integration scales. These observables can be conveniently used in planetary radio science research about planetary occultation and planetary gravity fields.
Introduction

Planetary radio science and equipments
In deep space exploration missions, radio measurements are often used to study phenomena of solar system. This type of research is generally called radio science [1] . Physical parameters of electromagnetic signal which links station and aircraft will be change dur- is equipped with large antennas(26m,34m,70m) [1] and radio receiver and Doppler processor. From last century JPL has developed series Doppler processors called block and now it is the five generation [7] . Block series are mainly used in precision orbital determination, planetary gravity recovery and general relativity research with closed tracking model. Open tracking model receivers are developed and applied in space missions from 1990s such as RSR(radio science receiver) [8] of JPL and IFMS(Intermediate Frequency Modulation System) of ESA [9] . Open tracking model is mainly used in atmospheric and ionospheric study. Recently some attempts was made to apply open tracking model in planetary gravity research [10] .
In Doppler data processing the computation amount is very large but high speed process is required. So ASIC(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) technology is employed in design of traditional Doppler extractor to computing phase accumulation(called phase counting) [11] .With the improvement of general purpose computing devices Some general purpose computing devices are used in Doppler data processing such as USRP(UniversalSoftware Radio Peripheral) based on gnuradio 1 platform. USRP can process Doppler data using FFT algorithm [12] . This paper will introduce a new phase tracking algorithm based on GPGPU technology to compute phase, frequency and deviation of frequency of tracking data. The new algorithm fits Taylor polynomial series expanded at data block center to signal existing in data block of baseband 2 . This method can give the phase expression of the analytical form in the neighborhood of the data block center and the amplitude with slope of signal. The amount of baseband fitting computation is very large, so we use GPGPU chips to accelerate computation on basis of Prototype tested on CPUs. Now we use double K80s to realize real-time data processing. Fitting process is done by differential evolution algorithm [13] which is a very robust algorithm to solve global optimization problems.
From the analytical form of phase we can further deduce the instantaneous sky frequency, deviation of sky frequency, integral phase(total count phase) [14] 
Differential evolution algorithm
Differential evolution algorithm is a kind of global optimization algorithm with feature of easy-to-encode and convergent robustness. It is widely used in various fields to solve multidimensional optimization problems [15] . Differential evolution algorithm originated from genetic annealing Algorithm (AGA) which is firstly described in detail by Kenneth Price[16] . Hereafter This algorithm successfully solve the Chebyshev polynomial fitting problem posed to him by Rainer Storn which is considered an unresolvable problem at that time. Differential evolution algorithm proved itself by winning in the two International Contests on Evolutionary Optimization (ICEO) in 1996 and 1997 [17, 18] The differential evolution algorithm is a kind of genetic algorithm (GA). Like the usual genetic algorithm, the initial population is randomly selected in the parameters space. Child parameters vector results from parent 3 Truncted error is equal to σp T by adjusting, details refer to the error alalysis bellow parameters vector in the iterative process.
In the formula F is the scale factor with range of [0,1]. In order to avoid being captured by local minimum differential evolution algorithm introduced a new weighting factor λ.
The implementation of the differential evolution algorithm can be divided into the following steps:
• Set the parameter search area range, iteration number limit and convergence precision threshold Bellow is the flow chart of differential evolution algorithm [15] . Because iterative process of DE algo- Phase tracking based on GPGPU and applications in Planetary radio Science PSRS have two channel outputs: the first channel output is narrow band signal recorded by hard disk after two-stage down conversion from IF signal, second is hardware Doppler output after one-stage down conversion. Table 3 gives the performance parameters of PRSR for data recording. 
Signal model and objective function
The data processed by GPU is the first data stream of PSRS recorded on hard disk which contains continuous change of phase caused by various physical reasons.
The continuous data stream will be processed in segments with a block length T(the value of T is related to the motion of the aircraft which is generally set to 2 seconds). If the relative time of block center is set to zero phase of the whole block can be expanded by a finite Taylor polynomial within the interval [-T/2,T/2],
Here n is the order of Taylor polynomial which is also relative to the motion of aircraft. In most instances n = 3 meets the truncation error requirements when block length is set to 2 seconds. Generally the truncation error is set to phase noise which will be discussed later. Through Taylor polynomial phase expression the radio signal in the data block can be expressed as:
In formula c 0∼3 are coefficients of Taylor polynomial: 
In Eq.6 1 σ 2 i is the weighting factor that is relative to the standard deviation of signal influenced by physical en-6 page 7 of 18
Phase tracking based on GPGPU and applications in Planetary radio Science vironment. Influence is equal to every data point. So weighting factor can be set to 1. c k in two equations is the parameters to be determined. s(c k , t i ) is the signal model constructed in Eq.4. s i is the quantized signal value. When objective functions meet convergence condition F χ 2 obj (c k ) will equal summation of noise power and F cor obj (c k ) will approach 1 π ∼ 0.318. In Eq.7 the signal model is slightly changed that the amplitude of signal is fixed to a constant otherwise the objective function is divergent.
Here A is equals average amplitude of signal. This term is very small and will not be greater than 10 in all situations. In real data processing initial range of c3 is set to [−50, 50] for the sake of insurance. Table 4 gives the explanation of these control parameters and values set for running. Phase tracking based on GPGPU and applications in Planetary radio Science
Phase continuity checking
A natural method to judge if searching is successful is to check the continuity of instantaneous phase and frequency at the bound of two adjacent data block. Using Eq.3 we can get the expression of phase and frequency:
Phase and frequency at the bound of two adjacent data block(n and n+1) are:
Checking weather the values of φ n | right and F n | right are equal to φ n+1 | lef t and F n+1 | lef t within the threshold of noise we can confirm the correctness of parameters 
Data process flow
The software reads the initial parameters range and DE algorithm control parameters from control file and runs automatically without manual intervention. Fig.5 gives the process flow. In radio measurement there exist some accidental factors that cause phase distortion and affect iteration does not converge. In this situation the software will automatically adjust parameters range and try to search again. The data block will be abandoned after three attempts.
Error analysis
There are three kind of errors in data process. The first error is the truncation error in phase calculation Random errors come from thermal noise of signal beacon, receiver and medias along signal path. System error can be eliminated by construction of error models in high level data process which is no in the scope of this paper and will not be discussed.
Remainder of Taylor polynomial
Remainder of Taylor polynomial has several expression forms. Lagrange error bound is usually used for error analysis. Lagrange error bound of Eq.3 can be written as:
ξ is a point within [0,t]. The max error within data block is generally at the block border. Remainder at block border is: 
From Eq.12 we can see the upper bound of remainder is relative to the order of Taylor polynomial n, In this situation n = 4 will be work and the upper bound of truncation error could be controlled within 10 −4 rad.
In theory, if there is no effect of thermal noise the truncation error can be controlled very small by adjusting the parameters n and T . But thermal noise has traits that cannot be eliminated. Excessively reducing the truncation error is futile. So the threshold of truncation error can be set to the thermal noise of phase σ noise (T ). Here T is integration time for measuring phase noise which is exactly the block length. Pätzold et al. give a relative expression of σ noise (T ) [9] σ noise (T ) = σ noise (1) 1 T
σ noise (1) is standard thermal noise when integration time is equal to 1 second. From the equation we can infer that thermal noise can be effectively suppressed by increasing the integration time.
There exists a choice of T to balance the truncation 7 In the following contents of this paper, if not specified, the default value of n is 3. On the other hand,the thermal noise and T are negatively correlated. The length of T is worth considering to balance the computation amount and the data process precision. Figure 6 give the relationship of truncation error and phase thermal noise relative to block length in MEX tracking case(σ noise (1) = 50mrad). From the figure we can see that truncation error will be less than phase thermal noise when block length is shorter 7 seconds. In the actual data processing, to ensure that the truncation error is less than the phase noise and improve the data processing efficiency, the data block length is generally set to 2 seconds.
Random phase noise
Random noise in data will affect the estimation of phase and it can be used as criteria for truncation er- Phase tracking based on GPGPU and applications in Planetary radio Science expressed as [8] :
Here,
• σ 2 S is contribution to carrier loop phase error variance due to solar phase scintillations This effect is greater when the sun is near the direction of observation. Eq.16 gives the relation between σ 2 S and SEP [8] :
In the equation C band , C loop are constants which vary with frequency band. For X band of up and down link C band = 1.9 × 10 −6 , C loop = 5.9.
The typical magnitude of phase noise for 2/3 way tracking at X band are [22] :
The formula give the upper bound of phase noise variance for three type of carrier modulation.
Applications
Using [14] :
Here we ignore the bias for the convenience of discussion. The typical data block length is 2 seconds as mentioned above and the limitation of data block length is 20 seconds limited by the processing ability of the GPU.
We can use phase connection to form the longer integration Doppler observables:
In the formula i is serial number of block, φ i ( T 2 ) can be evaluated by phase expression (11) , Φ total is the phase change within count interval T c which also a new kind of observation type in planetary science research [14] .
The column 8 of App.A shows the example of [
]. Uncertainty of Integration Doppler can be expressed as:
Meaning of the equation is the same as Eq.14. σ 2 (T )
is phase variance of block or the phase discontinuous variance at block border. 11 page 12 of 18
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Instantaneous Doppler
Instantaneous Doppler is used in planetary occultation research in which high Doppler resolution is required at ingress or egress of radio signal into or out of planetary atmosphere. There are two kinds of approximate approaches to compute instantaneous Doppler.
The first is to short the count interval [14] and use integration Doppler approximate instantaneous Doppler.
The second is using short time Fourier transform to compute an average frequency of a short data block [23] . The Doppler precision of These two approaches will obey Eq.14 that is 3.16 times of σ noise (1) when Doppler sampling rate is 10Hz.
Using Eq.11 we can conveniently calculate instantaneous Doppler at any time tag within data block and the precision is guaranteed by the truncated error σ noise (2) which is 0.7 times of σ noise (1). So instantaneous Doppler calculated from Taylor polynomial has higher precision than method of short count interval or method of short time FFT.
Line-of-sight acceleration observables
From Eq.13 we can see that derivatives of phase is related with the derivatives of line-sight-of velocity and second derivative of phase can be approximate as function of line-sight-of acceleration:
A strict and full expansion of Eq.21 can be found in section App.C which gives connection between observable of φ (2) and dynamic state of aircraft and stations. Base on the concept of App.C we give a estimation of the mass and two order of gravity of Phobos [24] .
The line-of-sight acceleration observable(φ (2) ) directly reflects the kinematic state of the aircraft(r 2 ,ṙ 2 ,r 2 ) and can be used to estimate the dynamic parameters relative to aircraft(r 2 ) corporation with a reference orbit.
It also can be used in process of least square regress combined with traditional Doppler observables to solve parameters. Here, integration length of total_phase (colum 8 above) is the block length B 2 
Discussion and conclusion
